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Abstract: As an essential category of public event management and control,
sentiment analysis of online public opinion text plays a vital role in public
opinion early warning, network rumor management, and netizens’ person-
ality portraits under massive public opinion data. The traditional sentiment
analysis model is not sensitive to the location information of words, it is
difficult to solve the problem of polysemy, and the learning representation
ability of long and short sentences is very different, which leads to the low
accuracy of sentiment classification. This paper proposes a sentiment analysis
model PERT-BiLSTM-Att for public opinion text based on the pre-training
model of the disordered language model, bidirectional long-term and short-
term memory network and attention mechanism. The model first uses the
PERT model pre-trained from the lexical location information of a large
amount of corpus to process the text data and obtain the dynamic feature
representation of the text. Then the semantic features are input into BiLSTM
to learn context sequence information and enhance the model’s ability to
represent long sequences. Finally, the attention mechanism is used to focus
on the words that contribute more to the overall emotional tendency to make
up for the lack of short text representation ability of the traditional model,
and then the classification results are output through the fully connected
network. The experimental results show that the classification accuracy of
the model on NLPCC14 and weibo_senti_100k public data sets reach 88.56%
and 97.05%, respectively, and the accuracy reaches 95.95% on the data set
MDC22 composed of Meituan, Dianping and Ctrip comment. It proves that
the model has a good effect on sentiment analysis of online public opinion
texts on different platforms. The experimental results on different datasets
verify the model’s effectiveness in applying sentiment analysis of texts. At the
same time, the model has a strong generalization ability and can achieve good
results for sentiment analysis of datasets in different fields.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of social platforms such as Weibo, Facebook and Twitter, and the
increasing number of users of social network service platforms such as forums, many public opinion
text data with vibrant color have been generated. The comment text of social platforms belongs to the
category of short text. The information is short, lacks annotation data, and has the characteristics
of colloquialism and many new words on the network [1]. Online public opinion is the mapping
of public social opinion in the Internet space and is the direct reflection of public social opinion
[2]. The outbreak of public opinion events often has sudden asymmetry, and a large number of
comments (significantly negative comments) in a short time often mark the outbreak of a public
opinion event. Therefore, to realize the monitoring and management of network public opinion and
prevent a sudden public opinion crisis, the efficient sentiment analysis method of public opinion text
is of great significance to the early warning, practical guidance and benign development of public
opinion.

For comment texts on social platforms, the position information of words plays a vital role in the
overall semantics, likely, the change of the position of the headword in a sentence will lead to a change
in the overall semantics. In addition, in daily reading, we may not notice some marginal words in the
sentence, but it is still easy to grasp the central meaning of the sentence through the keywords. It is not
enough to grasp the keywords to understand the sentence’s meaning. For example, “My new phone
broke the first day I had it. It’s a surprise!”. The traditional sentiment analysis model will be sensitive to
the keyword “surprise” and lead to a positive prediction of the sentence’s meaning. This shows that the
existing sentiment analysis model only focuses on the keywords in the sentence and is not sensitive to
the sentence’s word order. Pre-trained models commonly used in natural language processing, such as
Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT) [3], are prone to these problems. It is
challenging to learn the position information of the word while focusing on the keywords, which makes
it difficult to achieve the expected accuracy of sentiment tendency prediction, especially for short texts
such as social platforms. In view of the above problems, this paper proposes a public opinion text
sentiment analysis model, which combines the Pre-training BERT with Permuted Language Model
(PERT) [4], Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory Network (BiLSTM) and Attention Mechanism
(Att). The main contributions of the PERT-BiLSTM-Att model are as follows:

1. A model combining PERT, BILSTM and Attention mechanism is proposed. As far as we
know, this is the first work to combine the out-of-order language model PERT with BiLSTM
and attention mechanism for sentiment classification. On the one hand, the model utilizes
the PERT model pre-trained from a large amount of word position information to obtain the
vector representation of sentences, which enhances the learning of word position information
in sentences. On the other hand, using BiLSTM to extract bidirectional features of text
enhances the learning ability of time series, which also enhances the model’s ability to represent
long and complicated sentences. Finally, to enhance the effect of sentiment classification for
short texts, we use the attention mechanism to learn the importance of each word in the
sentence fully. The whole model considers the context information of the sentence and the
influence of some keywords on the emotional tendency of the whole sentence, which enhances
the effect of emotional classification.

2. The attention mechanism is introduced to make full use of the characteristics of solid
colloquialism and frequent occurrence of emotional words in the network public opinion text
so that the characteristics that may affect the classification of emotional polarity in the text
are more apparent. The model can also focus on the words with the higher contribution to the
text to improve sentiment classification accuracy.
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3. The effect of the model is verified on the public data sets NLPCC14 and weibo_senti_100k,
and the generalization effect of the model is verified on the MDC22 data set composed of
captured Meituan, Dianping and Ctrip.com comments. Ablation experiments also confirm
the effectiveness of different modules of the proposed model.

The rest of this article is arranged as follows. The second part introduces the research related to
the work of this paper. The third part elaborates on the method we proposed. The experimental results
and analysis are shown in the fourth part. Finally, the fifth part summarizes this thesis.

2 Related Work
2.1 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is also known as opinion mining in academia. It is a very important sub-field in
natural language processing. The research goal of sentiment analysis is to analyze people’s emotions,
attitudes, and opinions expressed on things in comment texts [5]. Currently, the research methods
of sentiment analysis are mainly divided into three categories: sentiment analysis method based on
sentiment dictionary, sentiment analysis method based on traditional machine learning and sentiment
analysis method based on deep learning.

The method based on the sentiment dictionary needs to construct an emotional dictionary in the
relevant fields involved. By finding the keywords of the dictionary and combining the rules of manual
design, we can judge the emotional tendency of the text. For example, Yanyan et al. [6] expanded the
emotional dictionary by constructing many emotional words, and the performance of Weibo emotion
classification was improved by 1.13% compared with the baseline method. Song et al. [7] weighted the
raw emotional scores, finally obtained the overall emotional scores of the text and refined the text’s
emotional data to construct a more efficient emotional dictionary. The most significant disadvantage
of the method based on a sentiment dictionary is that it is difficult to build a sufficiently comprehensive
sentiment dictionary. The sentiment analysis is only suitable for small fields and has yet to have a good
universality.

The sentiment analysis method based on traditional machine learning generally refers to the use
of techniques such as support vector machine(SVM) [8] and K-nearest neighbor(KNN) algorithm [9]
for supervised learning and then predicting the sentiment of the text. For example, Pang et al. [10]
first applied machine learning algorithms to sentiment analysis of movie review data; Zhu and others
[11] used the bag-of-words model to generate word vectors for text data and combined them with
algorithms such as SVM to achieve an improvement in accuracy. The sentiment analysis method based
on traditional machine learning does not need to rely too much on the sentiment lexicon. Still, because
the generalization ability of the model trained by the machine learning method is general and the
previous training requires a lot of manual labeling, it isn’t easy to apply in various complex scenes.

The method based on deep learning does not require artificial feature extraction and has strong
semantic expression and generalization ability. In recent years, the neural network structure has
achieved remarkable results in text classification. The commonly used neural network structures
include convolutional neural network(CNN), recurrent neural network(RNN) [12], long short-term
memory network(LSTM) [13], gated recurrent unit(GRU) [14], etc. In the application of text clas-
sification, Kim et al. [15] first proposed the application of CNN to text orientation analysis and
achieved better results than traditional machine learning methods. However, CNN can only extract
local features and has poor capture performance for long-distance dependence, which leads to CNN’s
poor classification of long and complex sentences. To solve this problem, Mikolov et al. [16] proposed
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to apply RNN to text sentiment analysis. The feature of RNN is that each node can use the information
of previous nodes. Hence, RNN is better than CNN at capturing long-distance dependencies and
is more suitable for modeling long-sequence information.nd complex sentences. However, with the
increase of input, the perception ability of RNN to early text input decreases, which is prone to
problems such as gradient disappearance or gradient explosion. With the emergence of improved RNN
networks such as LSTM and GRU, it is possible to model more compresensive sequence information
and even the whole article. For example, Du Yongping proposed a CNN-LSTM combined short text
sentiment classification method [17]. The F1 values of positive and negative sentiment recognition
on the NLPCC evaluation dataset reached 0.7683 and 0.7724, respectively. Yin et al. [18] proposed a
multi-channel LSTM imbalanced emotion classification method. This method uses the undersampling
method to obtain multiple sets of the balanced training corpus. Fusing multiple LSTM models for
classification obtains higher accuracy than CNN, RNN, and other methods.

2.2 Attention Mechanism and Bert
In recent years, attention mechanism has become one of the research focuses in deep learning. The

attention mechanism simulates the process of human observation of things. That is, different attention
weights are given to different regions, a more significant weight is given to the parts that need to be
focused, and a smaller weight is given to the non-focused parts, which makes the attention mechanism
easier to extract the parts that need to be focused in the data than traditional deep learning methods
such as RNN and CNN. The first application of the attention mechanism is the glimpse algorithm by
Mnih et al. [19] in the study of image classification. Unlike full-image scanning, the algorithm only
focuses on some areas of the image each time. It integrates the content of multiple concerns with the
recurrent neural network in chronological order to establish the dynamic representation of the image.
The algorithm reduces the time complexity and noise interference and has achieved remarkable results
in the image classification task. Like image processing, natural language processing models can focus
on the task-related parts of the text when processing text and pay less attention to the unimportant
parts. According to this idea, Bahdanau et al. [20] applied the attention mechanism to the neural
machine translation model. That is, when generating each translation term, let the model find the
most relevant part of the original text and the current term and predict accordingly. This is the first
application of the attention mechanism in natural language processing. Attention does not depend
on downstream tasks and improves the representation of the source text sequence. Inspired by this,
Lin et al. [21] proposed to use attention to embed sentences to enhance the semantic representation
of sentences. Firstly, the hidden layer sequence of sentences is obtained by bidirectional LSTM. Then
the weight matrix between all elements of the sentence is calculated by attention, and then the matrix
representation of the sentence is obtained. Unlike the traditional practice of embedding sentences into
fixed vectors, this work uses self-attention to embed sentences into matrices. Each row of the matrix
reflects the semantic features of the sentence for the corresponding elements. The empirical results
show that this method can enrich the semantics of sentences more than the fixed vector method. One of
the core problems of text classification is feature selection [22]. Compared with previous methods, the
attention mechanism can dynamically assign weights to text features so that the classifier can focus on
using feature information. Many works have confirmed the effectiveness of the attention mechanism
in classification tasks [23–25].

Self-attention is an improvement of the attention mechanism, which is used to model the depen-
dencies between elements within the source text sequence to enhance the understanding of the source
text semantics. The internal attention proposed by Cheng et al. [26] is the ideological enlightenment
of self-attention. It is a unique attention mechanism within the text sequence, especially suitable for
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long-distance dependence capture. Vaswani et al. [27] first proposed Transformer, a pre-trained model
based on self-attention training. BERT is a pre-trained model proposed by DevlinJ et al. of the Google
AI team in 2018. It is essentially a bi-directional Transformer model. BERT takes into account both
left and right Token context information. The modeling learning ability of long sequences is enhanced.
Like Transformer, BERT uses a self-attention mechanism in the coding module simultaneously. The
overall structure of BERT is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The input and structure of the BERT model

The input layer of the Bert model consists of the sum of three vectors, which are word embedding,
sentence embedding, and position embedding [28], as shown in Fig. 2. Word embedding generates a
vector representing the current word through WordPiece embedding. Sentence embedding represents
the encoding of the sentence where the current word is located, which is used to distinguish two
sentences and judge whether the sentence is the context of the corresponding sentence. Position
embedding represents the position encoding of the current word so that the model can learn the
position information of the word in the sentence. Each sentence uses CLS and SEP as the beginning
and end markers.

Figure 2: The input of the BERT model

The training of the BERT model is mainly composed of two self-supervised tasks, namely Masked
Language Model (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP). Among them is Masked Language
Model: Through random MASK (masking) 15% of the words in each sentence, the model predicts the
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words marked with MASK to train the model’s perception of the sentence. Next Sentence Prediction:
Allow the model to predict whether a statement pair is relevant by selecting continuous and non-
continuous statement pairs from the trained corpus. The input to the Bert model is shown in Fig. 2.

The word vector processed by the input layer enters the Mult-Head-Attention layer composed
of h Self-Attention in parallel. After linear transformation and h times of scaling dot product, the
attention output is obtained. Next, into the Add Norm layer using Residual Connection [29] and Layer
Normalization [30] to avoid problems such as gradient disappearance when the model hierarchy is too
deep, the output through the Add Norm layer is then passed to the Feed Forward layer, and finally
output after passing through the Add Norm layer.

3 Proposed Method

In this section, we elaborate on our proposed method in detail, including the following sections:
pre-training model PERT based on an out-of-order language model, model overview, and model
calculation process.

3.1 Pre-Training Model PERT Based on Out-of-Order Language Model
Since the emergence of pre-training models such as Transformer and BERT, according to the

different tasks of training models, pre-training models for natural language understanding (NLU) can
be divided into two categories by using and not using mask marking [MASK] to mask input text
for training directly. Models trained with masked [MASK] input text, represented by BERT, have
achieved good results in various downstream tasks of natural language processing, but the fact that
some words in BERT are masked increases noise, which reduces the effectiveness of the model to some
extent. Moreover, for texts composed of single words, if the central word or keyword of a sentence
is masked, it may destroy the emotional tendency of the whole sentence and make the masked words
more difficult to predict. For example, ‘This store is completely different from what I expected, which
is too disappointing.’ If the ‘disappointment’ is masked to allow the model to predict, it may predict
various results, such as ‘surprise,’ ‘sad,’ etc. This is because the corpus before and after the word
‘disappointment’ can only judge that the emotional tendency of the sentence is neutral, and for the
network public opinion text, the common phenomenon is that the text is short, and it is difficult to
judge the emotional polarity through the front and back of the keywords. Often there are only one or
two keywords in a sentence. Therefore, improving the pre-training task and the performance of the
pre-training model has become a significant research hotspot in recent years.

Studies have shown that a certain degree of disordered text does not affect the overall sentence
understanding of text. For example, ‘the order of a sentence does not reading affect,’ then can we
learn semantic knowledge from the disordered text and then train the model? Inspired by the above
language features, the Joint Laboratory of HIT and iFLYTEK Research (HFL) proposed the Pre-
Training BERT with Permuted Language Model (PERT) in 2022. It achieved good results in multiple
NLP tasks. Like BERT, PERT is also an automatic coding model trained by Permuted Language
Model (PLM). The training process of PERT is to replace part of the input text. The training goal
is to predict the position of the original mark, which is to predict the correct word arrangement of a
sentence. PERT uses a large number of Chinese corpus to train. It consists of the Chinese Wikipedia,
encyclopedia, community question answering, news articles, etc. The total training data has 5.4B words
and takes about 20G disk space.

In addition, the masked words are randomly selected in the BERT model, and PERT uses the
Whole Word Masking [31] to replace the random mask during training to improve performance. In
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addition, the N-gram mask is used to perform a sliding window operation with a size of N according
to bytes, forming a byte fragment sequence with a length of N for segmentation masking to further
improve the model’s ability to model long sequence learning. The input and structure of the PERT
model are shown in Fig. 3, and the comparison of the input and output of the PERT model and the
BERT model is shown in Table 1.

Figure 3: The input and structure of the PERT model

Table 1: The input and output comparison of PERT and BERT

Input Output

Original text Research shows that the order of a sentence does not affect
reading.

–

Word piece Research shows that the order of a sentence does not affect
reading.

–

BERT Research [M] that the order of a sentence does not affect [M]. Pos2 → shows
Pos12 → reading

PERT Research shows that order the of a sentence does not reading
affect.

Pos3 → Pos4

Pos4 → Pos3

Pos11 → Pos12

Pos12 → Pos11

The training process of PERT is as follows. First, given a pair of sentence sequences A =
{A1, . . . , An} and B = {B1, . . . , Bm}, Among them, A1, . . . , An and B1, . . . , Bm can be understood as the
word vector of the words that make up the sentence sequence. An N-gram masking strategy is used
to select candidate labels for the above sentence sequences. The percentage of word-level unigrams
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to 4-gram is 40%, 30%, 20%, and 10%, respectively. Similar to BERT, only 15% of the input layer is
selected for position masking.

The masked sentence sequences are A′ = {
A′

1, . . . , A′
n

}
and B′ = {

B′
1, . . . , B′

m

}
, and the order of

some words has been disrupted. Then we connect the two sequences to form the input layer sequence
Xof PERT, where [CLS] and [SEP] represent the beginning of the sentence sequence and the separation
mark between the two sentences, respectively.

X = [CLS] A′
1, . . . , A′

n [SEP] B′
1, . . . , B′

m [SEP] (1)

Then, the PERT model converts the sequence X into the context representation H ∈N×d through
the embedding layer, which is composed of word embedding, position embedding, and label type
(segment) embedding. Then the embedding layer is input to the Transformer layer of the L layer and
processed by the multi-head self-attention mechanism, where N is the maximum sequence length and
d is the dimension of the hidden layer. The process that the sentence sequence is processed by the
embedding layer and then sent to the multi-head self-attention layer can be represented as follows.

H0 = Embedding (X) (2)

Hi = Transformer
(
Hi−1

)
, i ∈ {1, . . . , L} , H = HL (3)

Similar to the MLM task in the BERT pre-training task, the PERT model’s training only needs
to predict the location of the correct word, so it needs to collect a subset of all possible locations to
form a candidate representation Hm ∈ R

k×d, where is the number of markers k selects. Because of
the 15% masking rate, k = [N × 15%]. Next, the feed-forward dense layer (FFN), dropout, and layer
normalization layer are used for further processing.

H̃ = LayerNorm (Dropout (FFN (Hm))) (4)

To calculate the position of the original marker, a dot product needs to be made between Hm

and H to calculate the weight of the correct position to be predicted. To make the model converge
better, a bias term b ∈ R

L is added, and finally, the probability of normalization is obtained through
the SoftMax layer. The following formula, pi is the probability of the word to be predicted at that
position, and the model finally uses the standard cross entropy loss to optimize the pre-training task.

pi = softmax
(
H̃m

i HT + b
)
, pi ∈ R

L (5)

γ = − 1
M

m∑
i=1

yi log pi (6)

3.2 Model Overview
The PERT-BiLSTM-Att model structure is shown in Fig. 4. The model is mainly composed of the

following parts: input layer, pre-training model processing layer, BiLSTM layer, attention layer, and
output layer.
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Figure 4: The structure of the PERT-BiLSTM-Att model

3.3 Model Calculation Process
Firstly, the public opinion text data is preprocessed. The text is embedded with position informa-

tion and sentence information through the input layer to obtain the text sequence X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)

that is input to the PERT pre-training model processing layer.

The text sequence representation xt (1, 2 . . . , n) of the learned position information is obtained by
the PERT pre-training model, where xt represents the word vector representation of the word at the t
position.

As a variant of the recurrent neural network RNN, LSTM has better long-sequence semantic
capture modeling capabilities than RNN [32]. It can well solve the problems of gradient disappearance
or explosion that are easy to occur during the training process of the RNN model through the gating
mechanism. The training process of inputting the text feature xt (1, 2 . . . , n) obtained by the pre-trained
PERT layer into the LSTM network is as follows:

ft = σ
(
Wf · [xt, ht−1] + bf

)
(7)

ii = σ (Wi · [xt, ht−1] + bi) (8)

ot = σ (Wo · [xt, ht−1] + bo) (9)
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σ (x) = 1
1 + e−x

(10)

c̃t = tanh (Wc · [xt, ht−1] + bc) (11)

ct = ft · ct−1 + it · c̃t (12)

ht = ot · tanh (ct) (13)

In the above formula, xt is the input of the current moment, and ht−1 is the overall state of the
previous moment. ft represents the forgetting gate, which determines the internal state of the previous
moment by calculating the current moment which information should be discarded, ii represents the
update gate, which determines how much information the current candidate state c̃t should retain, ot is
the output gate, which determines the final overall state output ht by interacting with the current state
ct. σ is nonlinear activation function and tanh is hyperbolic tangent function. Wf , Wi, Wo and Wc are
parameters for calculating the forgetting gate, updating gate, output gate and internal candidate state
respectively. bf , bi, bo and bc correspond to the bias parameters of the above calculation.

Although LSTM solves the problem of poor long sequence modeling ability of RNN, LSTM
can only capture the positive semantic information of the text. Therefore, to capture the reverse
semantic information and realize the comprehensive modeling of the context, this paper uses the
BiLSTM model. The design concept is to capture the information between the past and the future
simultaneously. BiLSTM can be considered as a superposition of two layers of LSTM, its output state
hc

t at a certain time t is determined by the forward LSTM output
−→
hc

t and the reverse LSTM output
←−
hc

t .

In this model, we connect
−→
hc

t and
←−
hc

t to form the output of the BiLSTM layer:

hc
t =

[−→
hc

t ,
←−
hc

t

]
(14)

The statement text representation hc
t (1, 2, . . . , n) obtained after BiLSTM is sent to the attention

mechanism layer to obtain the final representation h of the statement. The calculation process is as
follows:

ut = tanh
(
Wuhc

t + bu

)
(15)

αt = exp (ut)
l∑

t=1

exp (ut)

(16)

v =
l∑

i=1

αtht (17)

h = tanh
(
Wvv + Whhc

t

)
(18)

Here, hc
t is the text representation of the input to the attention mechanism. Firstly, the implicit

representation ut of hc
t is obtained, αt represents the weight corresponding to ut, Wu and bu are the

learnable weights and biases, respectively.

The feature vector h obtained through the attention mechanism layer is input into the output
layer to reduce the dimension. The vector with the output dimension as the number of categories
of emotional labels is obtained through the fully connected layer. Finally, the output results are
normalized by Soft max to get the desired emotional polarity results.
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4 Experiments

Datasets: To thoroughly test the effect and generalization ability of the model, this paper
selects three data sets for experiments. The public data sets are selected from weibo_senti_100k and
NLPCC14, among which the weibo_senti_100k data set is selected from Weibo. Because Weibo limits
comments to 140 words, the data characteristics of the data set are short text and strong colloquialisms,
which can test the effect of the model’s short text sentiment classification. It contains 119988 data with
emotional tags, including 59994 positive and negative comment texts. The NLPCC14 dataset contains
a total of 10,000 data with emotional tendencies, of which 5000 are positive and 5000 are negative.
The dataset is characterized by moderate text length and mostly reviews for goods, which can test the
modeling effect of the model on multi-sentence text. In addition, we also grabbed some review data
from the reviews of Meituan, Dianping and Ctrip.com to form a business review data set MDC22 to
test the generalization ability of the model further. After data cleaning and deduplication, we removed
invalid data such as short comments and spam comments to obtain a total of 26435 review data and
then obtained 13195 positive and 13240 negative texts by manually labeling emotional tendencies.
Before training, we disrupted the data order of the dataset, deleted some symbols such as ‘#,’ ‘\’ and
other contents unrelated to emotional expression, and performed data preprocessing operations such
as stop word removal. The processed data examples are shown in Table 1, where the label value 1
indicates a positive tendency. Data samples for the dataset are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Preprocessed data samples for the dataset

Label Comments

1 Buy three, just buy told him, he said, I know his heart too much.[applaud] [titter]
0 [Surprised] Husband said I’d degenerate into this if I were lazy anymore.[disappointed]

[disappointed]
1 Explain very well but do have a particular C++ foundation and experience. Otherwise, it

is difficult to understand and needs to be read several times.
0 Not as good as before, the environment is not as good as before, the sofa is not clean,

but the yogurt is not bad, milk tea is not as good as before.
0 I don’t know why a western restaurant puts on such loud music. Does the leader think

it’s better?
0 Yesterday’s booked tickets to Urumqi. Today I found that the price of more than 160,

you become very fast!
1 Stay at this hotel on every business trip. The environment can also be mainly cheap and

easy to reimburse. I can recommend [praise].

Experimental Parameter Settings: The model mentioned in the text is completed on the basis of
Pytorch1.11, Transformers 4.16.2 framework and python3.8 environment. The pre-training model
uses the PERT model. The dimension of the word vector is set to 768. The parameter of Multi-Head-
Attention is 12, and the learning rate is 2e-5. Epochs are the training ground for the training set, which
is set to 20 here. Batch size is the number of training samples sent to the neural network each time.
The above three data sets are set to 16, 32 and 32, respectively. The maximum length of the text Max
length is set to 150. The number of hidden units of the BiLSTM network is 128, and the number of
layers is 2. The model training uses the Adam optimizer [33] and uses the ‘Early Stopping’ method
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in the training phase. The dropout is set to 0.2. The parameter settings of the pre-training model are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Experimental parameter settings

Parameter Value

Embedding size 768
Batch size 16 32 32
Epoch 20
Max length 150
Learning rate 2e-5
Optimizer Adam
Dropout 0.2

Evaluation Metrics: The evaluation indexes involved in this paper are precision rate P, recall rate
R, F1 value and accuracy rate A. The above evaluation indicators are defined as follows

P = TP

TP+FP

(19)

R = TP

TP+FN

(20)

F1 = 2PR
P + R

(21)

A = TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP

(22)

Among them, TP represents the number of samples predicted to be positive in the positive emotion
samples, FP represents the number of samples predicted to be positive in the negative emotion samples,
FN represents the number of samples predicted to be negative in the positive emotion samples, and
TN represents the number of samples predicted to be negative in the negative emotion samples. The
confusion matrix is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Confusion matrix

Prediction class Actual class

Positive direction Negative direction

Positive direction Actual positive and predicted
positive(TP)

Actual negative but predicted
positive(FP)

Negative direction Actual positive but predicted
negative(FN)

Actual negative and predicted
negative(TN)
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4.1 Performance Comparison
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method and verify the impact of the combination of

each module of the model on the experimental results, this paper sets up three sets of comparative
experiments. The first group of experiments directly uses the commonly used word vector model and
the pre-training model to classify emotions directly. In this group of comparative experiments, the
text vector obtains the text feature representation through the word vector model or the pre-training
model. The obtained text features are directly input into the Softmax classifier for classification
after dimension reduction through the fully connected layer. The models involved are as follows. The
experimental results are shown in Table 5. Figs. 5a, b and c shows how the accuracy of the three data
sets used in this experiment varies with the number of training rounds.

Table 5: Results of the comparative experiment (Basic model)

Model NLPCC14 weibo_senti_100k MDC22

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

NBSVM 79.55 79.49 86.73 86.73 75.56 75.56
TextCNN 78.46 78.47 88.12 88.14 78.88 78.81
LSTM 79.89 79.91 89.28 89.21 84.23 84.23
BiLSTM 81.11 81.23 90.52 90.52 86.52 86.52
BERT 80.48 80.41 91.17 91.22 90.47 90.47
ERNIE-1.0 82.65 82.66 93.84 93.82 92.86 92.81
ERNIE-gram 83.13 82.97 94.53 94.48 93.23 93.22
BERT-wwm 79.56 79.62 90.22 90.26 93.73 93.74
PERT-BiLSTM-Att 88.56 88.59 97.05 96.99 95.95 95.95

Figure 5: (Continued)
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Figure 5: Results of comparative experiment (Basic model)

NBSVM [34]: SVM with Naive Bayes (NBSVM) is a classification model of machine learning.
The word vector is initialized by Global Vectors for Word Representation (Glove) [35]. Then each
word vector of the text is added, and the mean value is input into the classifier for classification.

TextCNN: It is composed of three convolution kernels of different sizes. The text is convoluted
and pooled directly through the convolution neural network, and the final output is the result.

LSTM: A variant of the recurrent neural network RNN, which outputs the results by obtaining
the state of the last moment of the statement.

BiLSTM: Bidirectional LSTM, the output is composed of the final state of the forward LSTM
and the reverse LSTM.

BERT-base: A pre-training model proposed by DevlinJ et al. that uses a self-attention mechanism
for training.

ERNIE [36]: Enhanced representation through knowledge integration (ERNIE1.0) proposed by
Baidu. The model is trained from the social media corpus and improves the MASK method during
training so that the model can learn more information.

ERNIE-gram [37]: Based on ERNIE1.0, a two-stream structure is adopted to realize single-
position multi-semantic granularity prediction in the pre-training process.

BERT-wwm: BERT-Whole Word Masking model based on full-word masking released by IFLY-
TEK Joint Laboratory.

The second group of comparative experiments uses several commonly used pre-training models to
process text to obtain text feature vectors and then inputs the obtained text features into BiLSTM for
sentiment classification. The experimental results are shown in Table 6. Figs. 6a, b and c shows how
the accuracy of the three data sets used in this experiment varies with the number of training rounds.
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Table 6: Results of the comparative experiment (Basic model+BiLSTM)

Model NLPCC14 weibo_senti_100k MDC22

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

BERT-BiLSTM 84.28 84.31 91.47 91.45 92.40 92.41
ERNIE-1.0-BiLSTM 80.54 80.57 93.99 93.97 95.20 95.22
ERNIE-gram-BiLSTM 83.85 82.88 94.49 94.45 93.03 92.99
BERT-wwm-BiLSTM 82.19 82.17 92.44 92.43 94.21 94.22
PERT-BiLSTM-Att 88.56 88.59 97.05 96.99 95.95 95.95

Figure 6: Results of the comparative experiment (Basic model+BiLSTM)

On the basis of the second group of experiments, the third group of comparative experiments
inputs the word order information output from the BiLSTM layer into the attention mechanism layer
to realize the attention to the words with a greater contribution. Finally, the output probability is
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normalized by dimensionality reduction and Softmax. The experimental results are shown in Table 7.
Figs. 7a, b and c shows how the accuracy of the three data sets used in this experiment varies with the
number of training rounds.

Table 7: Results of the comparative experiment (Basic model+BiLSTM+Att)

Model NLPCC14 weibo_senti_100k MDC22

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

BERT-BiLSTM-Att 84.99 85.01 92.00 92.03 94.70 94.71
ERNIE-1.0-BiLSTM-Att 83.77 83.77 95.72 95.72 95.33 95.34
ERNIE-gram-BiLSTM-Att 85.98 85.97 94.69 94.71 93.07 93.05
BERT-wwm-BiLSTM-Att 82.25 82.24 93.38 93.38 94.00 93.98
PERT-BiLSTM-Att 88.56 88.59 97.05 96.99 95.95 95.95

Figure 7: Results of the comparative experiment (Basic model+BiLSTM+Att)
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4.2 Experimental Result Analysis
It can be seen from Table 5 that compared with the commonly used word vector model and

pre-training model, the PERT-BiLSTM-Att model proposed in this paper has a better sentiment
classification effect on the three data sets than other models. Especially for the classification of the
NLPCC14 data set, the accuracy and F1 value of the model proposed in this paper are more than
2% higher than other models, which fully demonstrates the learning modeling ability of the model
for long text data with the multi-sentence combination. From Tables 6 and 7, it can be seen that
the classification effect of the model is improved to varying degrees by adding the BiLSTM layer
and attention layer on the basis of the existing commonly used pre-training model, indicating that
BiLSTM and attention layer strengthens the model’s attention to the overall structure of the text,
capture the keywords in the text through the attention mechanism, and comprehensively judge the
emotional tendency of the text from the two levels of words and sentences.

Through the above graph of accuracy with the change of training rounds, we can find that the
effect of our proposed model on the three data sets is better than that of the comparison model. We
can also find that for data sets such as NLPCC14, which have a large number of short text data and a
small amount of data, our proposed model and other models need multiple rounds of training models
to converge and achieve better accuracy. This also shows that the current commonly used models have
insufficient modeling ability for short text and small data sets, which also verifies that we try to make
up for this defect by using the attention mechanism.

From the overall experimental results, the model proposed in this paper combines the PERT pre-
training model’s learning of the word’s position information to avoid the noise problem caused by the
traditional pre-training model through word masking training. Through the BiLSTM modeling of the
front and back time series and the introduction of the attention mechanism for the semantic learning
of keywords, the model has a good classification effect for all types of data sets, showing the good
generalization performance of the model and fully demonstrating the effectiveness of the model.

4.3 Ablation Experiment
To thoroughly verify the role of each module of our proposed model, this ablation experiment was

designed.

From the results of the ablation experiment Table 8, it can be seen that if the pre-training layer is
removed, only BiLSTM is used to extract context information. Then the attention mechanism is used
to obtain keywords, the model has a certain improvement compared with the classification effect of
only BiLSTM in Table 5, indicating that the attention mechanism has a positive effect on extracting
keywords to assist sentence polarity prediction. At the same time, it also shows that if the pre-training
model is missing for the dynamic expression of word vectors, the model effect will decrease. If the
attention layer is removed, the model degenerates into PERT-BiLSTM. It can be seen from the results
that if the attention layer is removed, the classification effect for the three data sets is reduced to varying
degrees, indicating that adding the attention mechanism to distinguish the importance of each word
can effectively improve the model effect. Furthermore, if the attention layer and the BiLSTM layer
are removed, only the pre-training model is used to connect the fully connected layer for sentiment
classification. The effect will be further reduced, which indicates that it is necessary to add the BiLSTM
layer to strengthen the learning ability for long sequences.

In this paper, the BiLSTM layer is used to enhance the model’s ability to model long sequences.
To verify the effect of BiLSTM, we try to use other models to replace BiLSTM. Our experiment uses
the gated recurrent unit (GRU), the bidirectional gate recurrent unit (BiGRU), and a unidirectional
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LSTM to replace the BiLSTM layer of the model. The experimental results are shown in Table 9. The
performance of the BiLSTM model is better than other models. We also try to remove the BiLSTM
layer to observe the experimental results. Compared with the data in Table 8, the accuracy of the model
on the weibo_senti_100k and MDC22 datasets has been greatly reduced after removing the BiLSTM
layer, which further illustrates the importance of the BiLSTM layer.

Table 8: Ablation experiments to verify the role of each module

Model NLPCC14 weibo_senti_100k MDC22

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

PERT 83.71 83.78 94.50 94.50 94.81 94.85
BiLSTM-Att 84.56 84.56 92.52 92.52 84.21 84.23
PERT-BiLSTM 87.79 87.78 94.58 94.56 94.88 95.01
PERT-BiLSTM-Att 88.56 88.59 97.05 96.99 95.95 95.95

Table 9: Ablation experiment to verify the effect of BiLSTM layer

Model NLPCC14 weibo_senti_100k MDC22

Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1 Accuracy F1

PERT-Att 85.23 85.45 92.88 92.95 93.59 93.77
PERT-GRU-Att 85.66 85.98 92.22 92.24 93.33 93.14
PERT-BiGRU-Att 86.93 86.22 94.81 94.79 93.97 93.91
BERT-LSTM-Att 87.25 86.96 94.78 94.32 94.77 94.21
PERT-BiLSTM-Att 88.56 88.59 97.05 96.99 95.95 95.95

5 Conclusion

Based on the pre-training model PERT of the out-of-order language model, the bidirectional
long-term and short-term memory network BiLSTM and the attention mechanism Att, this paper
proposes the PERT-BiLSTM-Att model to analyze the sentiment of online public opinion texts.
The text’s vector representation is obtained using the pre-training model PERT obtained by training
the location information based on a large amount of corpus, which strengthens the expression of the
location information of the word. The BiLSTM enhances the modeling ability for long sequences and
then strengthens the proportion of keywords through the attention mechanism to further enhance
the accuracy of classification. Experimental results show that compared with other commonly used
sentiment analysis models, our proposed model can achieve better classification results on three data
sets, which proves the generalization effect of the model.

In the next step, we will further improve the model, such as introducing more fine-grained
sentiment analysis methods to classify texts more effectively. In addition, due to the short and
colloquial characteristics of the network public opinion text, other semantic features contained in
it will be further explored, such as the included emoticons, topics and semantic subjects to further
improve the accuracy of classification.
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